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junction interface states which cre tht etirci, .. U,

-A special low temperature UHV manipalator vyas (u'v, .. ,,!
oxygen and CO physisorbtion experiments on GaAs(110) Cit dlJ(J!tt .1 ,
electronic structure of adsorbed oxygen determined by photmi-,i';',ion i,,
essentially that observed for the gas phase which establi,.,i w the. uxis* t,
the molecular physisorbed state. The molecularly adsorbed ox'v,!en ,.)rivet ,
upon warming to room temperature, to an atomic chemisorbed cItate ('sItiafly
the same as that obtained for room temperature adsorption. T' ':se studi',,
were motivated by the problem of finding stable insulating layers on IIl-V
semiconductors. /
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B. Description of Grant Effort and Results

The study performed experimental investigatiorn; or) tif,

fundamental nature of adatomL, on 'ompo.nd (1II-V) :,,,j!i' IuJCt or

surfaces. The method used was polarization-deprond nt :ljl(-

resolved photoemission (PARPES) with syn.'t,1trri r..<it,, :I,

resonance lamp angle-integrated UV photoemi.:,;it n T' P , J o-*

emission measure6 the electronic structure of 1' . '7'r.

specific adatoms were oxygen, carbon monoxide, a:i ll:;,Wi

the cleaved faces of GaAs(ll0).

Germanium on Galium Arsenide

The Ge/GaAs system is both technologically and scientiLic'

interesting; it is the basis of a technologically important

heterojunction and provides an example of how an adaton which

normally forms a tetrahedrally bonded crystal behavcs on a com-

pound semiconductor surface. One expects Ge in the monolayer

regime to form "surface states* which are precursors to hetero-

junction interface states, and such had been theoretically pre-

dicted.1 ,2 We observed for the first time such states near the

point in the Brillouin zone aout 5.8 eV below the valence band

maximum. The states which were weak corresponded to so- me of the

theoretically predicted states. The experimentation necessary to

find such induced states is sophisticated and requires extonsive

work, largely because of the complicated wave vector dependence of

the states throughout the Brillouin zone. The search for such

states is further complicated by the numerous interband band

transitions charasteristic of III-V crystals which are pr(sent inAIR FD ",E 17T:- 5 7 " T : .. .T ...., . .
NOTI Cz .•

Th!. 3 ,

2 Diztrfl. -

MAT7ITH&" J.
S.*.."." ..-, -.. .- ,-. -.-. ..-. .. ..-.- ,, , ,-- .-J , ,- ' ..- . , .-- ..r



the photoemission spectra. A detailed a.. i'jnnv-_nt 1,V

interband transitions which had been Iar.rjoywr oKune

support from a previous grant puoveci to be ni t vic 1jiilJ f w

interpreting the data on~ the gtrmanium ovcrlayors. hecaUS' Of ti'

complications mentioned above one cannot concluclo at thi: tins

whether or not the lack of observing all predicted states i - -

weakness in the theoretical model. A report of these (:bservatio! t

did stimulate some additional calculations, althou(. con';id,,r4;1r,

additional work needs to be done in this area.

The behavior of adatoms on compound semicondcu,-tor surfaces i -

also complex because structural changes maV occur. FCv" idtcn.

may move into the substrate, and some substrate ator:iq iT..A mtovl-

out. Such phenomena is observed for the Ge/GaAs sy :te:. . L",)r

example, annealing of a few monolayers of Ge produces a (3x1) LEEL)

pattern instead of the (lxi) pattern which may be obtained bY

moderate annealing in the low coverage cases. The latter struc-

ture is that used in the above mentioned theoretical modelIs. In

addition to the (3x1) pattern observed for higher temperature

anneals, one finds that the surface contains an excess of As. Cnhic

postulated model for the (3x1) structure is that it is very sin i-

lar to a given layer in the layered crystal GeAs. I'ence, TAPPI;2

studies were performed on GeAs crystals and the '.x-ri~et

electronic structure was obtained. lt cont .in: us or ni

very flat bands whicii are Lypic ('2 nf lay~ered -. c'rhr, I

cal electronic structure calculat~cr, (eded fr r 1-

not yet available.

3



Oxygen on Galium Arsenide

The absorption of small atmospheric molrcui -r i u d::'1 Ou .

semiconductor surfaces is an important area of ctuI'. Tn

particular, oxygen is likely to play a vital rcle ji ti,. ,r -

tion of stable insulating films on GaAs. PreviouS .;tudies of

oxygen have been complicated by the fact that the initial dr;, -

tion probability is approximately one in a million, which -Iar.

that surface defects and/or gas contamination may pl.w an impcr-

tant role in chemisorption experiments. To avoid this probl, P,

the GaAs crystals were cooled to low enough temperatuer to obt.,n

essentially unity sticking coefficient foroxyic, we rforii,'

the first studies employing low ternpcratute ad :.,ti "phys 1-

sorption) and then observed the evolution of t G <at%- i'-

system that occurred as the temperature was Tnc,. I, tAh-

experiments the crystals were allowed to war. ti ( or tmip r-

ture. The angle-integrated photoemission experiment, werc per-

formed with a resonance lamp. Physisorption was suc,.-csfuIjy

obtained at about 450 K as demonstrated by the observation of

structures in the photoemission spectra which are , w entially the

same as the gas phase spectra. As is typical in physisorption

the gas phase structures are broadened and shifted due to the

binding process, but all the lines are observed -,t (ew;!,entially

the gas phase spacing. Upon warming to room teprLfra-urr, somc

oxygen is desorbed, but approximately one fourth is :<.tained an(

the electronic structure is essentially the sI, t- obsc:vc I

for room temperature adsorption. Room tmperat (- 1,L:,(rj t4orI i

attributed to atomic chemiE'rption. The ,i-an:ai t i ; -

4
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ring in our spectra support the latter inttr .r..

warming to room temperature at least onE? a'tr'i( t, , . :i . >;

observed, but time limits prohibited further ::tu,!i .

detailed temperature-dependent !ttuoii:c along the;, ifn( nl+CC tO

be performed as well as PARPES jtudies with :ynclr otron radij-

tion.

Because CO is always present in an experimental chamber as

well as in the atmosphere, one study of CO was perforr.,d to

determine its photoemission spectra. We found no interaction

between the oxygen and CO in these studies and were ,io able to

separate out the structures in the photoemission spcctr" due to

CO. We found that CO molecularly absorbs at the samL temper tGr t

that we absorb the oxygen, but we found that CO, withiin t h

sensitivity of our measurements (approximately one [V :rcent),

completely desorbs upon warming to room temperature. At low

coverages (_ a quarter monolayer), the CO photoemission spectra

is significantly different from the gas phase spectra while

larger coverages of around a monolayer give spectra more like

that from the gas phase CO except that not all the lines are

uniformly shifted with respect to the vacuum level (ionization

limit). The obse'rvation of the precursor state for this ad->)rp-

tion system is rather interesting but was not pur.:,aed in these

studies. However, we did look for a precursor state for the

oxygen adsorption and found none. (We note that we Oid Out corv

these studies down to the level. of arpf ,,imtel\ 11'O()0

monolayer, which should be don, . '( is wor t'), ('inl t ,'

oxygen which does intf,[act wi th ti [f rZ , :ti. <. ii ,

"+,';-:--:-:;;:":" :" '::' ":. i:::'-:':'C.



not show a precursor state, j. modification of th, aolcs:Iu g~Js

phase states, while the GaAs(ll0) surface will irtecact enough to

modify the CO states even though CO desorbs before forminq a

I chemisorbed state. One would expect that further r':tudles of the

oxygen intermediate species occurring in the evolutiojn of low

temperature physisorbed state to the room temperatLc, chemisorhod

oxygen as well as further studies of the CO systm w,:ild bear on

the nature of these interactions.

SUMNARY

Specific experimental results wcre ohtairc for W, irpor-

tant classes of adatoms on GaAs. In addition to ,en.;ni ttnj

that heterojunction type interface states are obser,-i i, , Alc

studies point to several new areas of study. CO, if ti Jt new,

phenomena are obtained by low temperature "induc(,d" adJ.orption

with subsequent heating. Another is that Ge adsorption which, in

a broad sense of the word is just one example of a jrou[, III, VT,

V atoms, causes changes in the substrate band structure. These

effects were obtained from data taken under the sponsorship of

this grant but analyzed under the support of other grants. To our

knowledge such behavior has not been reported or alluded to in the

literature, and we predict its consequences in the areas of

heterojunctions and Schottky barriers will be very ii,portant.
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OBSERVATION OF NONUNIFORM ENERGY BAND SHIFTS FOq Ge ON GaAs(110)

" ~. P. Zurcher,* J. Anderson, D. Frankel, and G.J. Lapeyre

Department of Physics, Montana State University

Bozeman, Montana 59717

,." - Fractional monolayer studies of Ge on GaAs(110) were performed with angle-resolved .*

photoemission at the Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation Center. Normal emission data for

14 < h < 27 eV were analyzed. The most significant effects of the Ge adatoms are

shifts in photoemission peaks known to be due to GaAs interband transitions. The

shifts, which are nonuniform, are due to specific nonuniform shifts in interband tran-

sitions. Valence band (VB) shifts relative to the VB maximum can be determined from
some of the transitions. The top VB shifts downward and the next deeper VB shifts

upward in the neighborhood of one-third the distance from to X on the line (0.57 SO'
A-'). We suggest the shifts are the result of chemisorption-induced charge transfers

whose resonance-like states decay over several atomic layers below the surface.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL
* " Polarization-dependent angle-resolved photo- Samples were prepared by cleaving p-type single

emission (PARPES) has been performed on frac- crystals
8 

in ultra high vacuum, depositing the
tional monolayer (ML) coverages of Ge on the Ge films at room temperature and annealing the
cleaved surface of GaAs(ll0). The experiments crystals at about 330

0 C for a few minutes. The

* emphasized normal emission studies in which the annealing restored the primitive ixI LEED pat-
spectra display a number of peaks which for the tern of the clean surface with some enhancement

* clean case are all consistant with interband of the background. In addition, the angle-

transitions occurring on the sigma line between resolved spectra show anisotropies, a further . -

- the gamma and the X point of the bulk zone. indication of order. The film thicknesses were
While the overall shape of the spectra are not monitored with a quartz crystal thickness moni-
drastically changed, several effects induced by tor and by observing the Ge 3d photoemission .
the Ge are noted in normal emission spectra. 1) spectra. The data were obtained at the Wiscon-

, ''A chemisorption induced state which is attrib- sin Synchrotron Radiation Center.
uted to a precursor state for a heterojunction

interface state is observed at a binding energy III. THE DATA AND ANALYSIS
of 6.8 eV.

1  
The state whose properties are dis- Normal emission energy distribution curves

cussed elsewherel shows no dispersion (binding (EDC's) were obtained for photon energies, h
energy changes with photon energy changes). 2) between 14 and 27 eV for several specilic
Several new peaks appear which show dispersion polarization geometries. The initial energy
and agree with the band structure.' 3) All the (binding energy) for all peaks in the EDC's were
peaks which are present in the clean spectra evaluated with respect to the Fermi level, EF,
show shifts induced by the Ge coverage. The which was determined from an evaporated Au film.

size of these shifts for spectra measured at Changes in peak positions in EDC's can be deter-
* various photon energies exhibit different mined to about 0.05 eV, depending to some extent

values. This paper focuses on the character- on the shape of the peak. In those cases where
ization and analysis of these peak shifts, the peak position was difficult to determine, .O

the data point is placed in parentheses. A set

Shifts of the EDC's resulting from the presence of such data for 1/2 ML Ge is shown in the
of adatoms are frequently observed and are structure plot of Fig. 1. Using spectra which
attributed to band bending.

2 -7  
Such studies, exhibited significant emission from the

typically based on partially angle-integrated valence-band-maximum (VBM) region we determined

spectra, assume, usually implicitly, that the a value for the VBM for the clean and Ge covered
bands all shift by the same amount. The data surfaces. A value of 0.5 eV is obtained for the
obtained in this study show that this situation VBM shift. Also, the shift of the Ga 3d core was
does not exist in PARPES where individual noted, and found to be about 50 meV smaller than
irterband transitions are discernable. This the VBM shift. For analysis purposes it is in-

suggests that new perspectives need to be devel- structive to use a structure plot in which the
oped for the use of photoemission in the study binding energies are plotted with respect to the

of surface Fermi-level pinning. VBM, i.e., the Ge:GaAs data is shifted by 0.50

0 37
,1N430,, 3 0000 0000( ,( ). ) 1.0 98; \orth-II(,HInI d
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""

Fi.photon energy dependence of the binding "" p

6 " " -... .... ..' ,__... energies are typical of interband transitions"'-''"
// , I which occur at various values of the perpendicu- """'-

-- - -, lar wave vector, k , depending on the photon -_
4 16 18 20 2 2 24 26 energy. The identification of all peaks in ""'-.

PHOTON ENERGY (eV) normal emission spectra in terms of specific

FPig. 2 Structure plot referenced to the VBM. inkterband transitions at their appropriate k1L"'"'
. ~ ~values have been prevously determned,

9 
hence " -"

%" ~we are able to assign specific transitions to"- -"

%; eV. The resulting structure plot is shown in the peaks that are observed to shift. The tran- "" "

Fig. 2. One notes that different interband sitiona relevant to this paper are noted in .
~transitions exhibit different shifts. Further, Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 3 we show the band "-'

the shift for a given band changes with photon structure along the sigma line which is the""""-

-. energy. Similar observations and analyses were portion of the bulk zone sampled by normal emis-
made for several overlayers on several different sion.

9  
The band ordering at the X point is """ 

[ '

before the Ge overlayer is annealed, not photoemit
9 

are deleted, and for convenience

00

* _,, ',!......t • ... _ i

W 0 0. .0 15

4 *.t..--,%i . % . . , . .. . . . . . . .

' .72.' ,J*,,.' .","'"". ' ."" "."""-'' -"" " ' "..".-"
L'.''.,%,.',.. ,4 .,,,_' ,-. .?/ K(10 (V)". . '." . . . '. r,' . . . .. •.", .".". ... •.
% . :% :. ''-''. % '. % ... '.. . ..-. " , ... . .. " '" '. '[. . ",' - .. ,j, j

U,..-.-.',.-V....",.,/..'...'...-~Fig 3-. Band for' .'.he.. sig..ma,'.'_,. . lin afe Ref ' . . . . . . 9.



those portions of the CB's derived from the fre, . ... -h ' :h- V h.', . , .

electron parabola are referred to as the fret,, 'h
* . electron band (FE). In those portions of tne r n t - , *

" 4 zone where the CB's are close together, each Ci> aei,

label is given since the experiment doer not ii
resolve such states. Pla od ad.J 7 :
. .. ~ ~~~~~~~ban~d bent Ji; ,v:, , E '. r ' .r, .. + , ,

The shifts observed in the EDC's resulting from 1.tt c orns j!1
adsorption can be related to the hand structure, studies. ;u , Ell r i r v -

We focus here on only those VB transitions to sieoial roint in 0 _ i - wi:i , :f ,

the free electron band. The transitions near the determinati n t t

the labels 2 to FE, 3 to FE, and 4 to FE in seniccnutor i, rii ' "

Figs. 1 and 2 all occur around one third of kX. photoe.ission tI, .'.E a:. -'e , ?

The domain of these transitions is noted by t1r with thie reca o.. '' .. c. m.,nr- . jr, _

"box" in Fig. 3. (kI = 0.57 A- 1 occurs for band duced charge tr r r eac t .ns. W .t

2, 3, 4, at about hV= 17, 19, 21 eV, respec- that the proper tiu- ? tr ana ',-nlnr In incmv

tively.) Since three transitlons are All to average of' tn,- nift s oc- v :-,I ! n,- C1)-nia. Thc 1_*

11M same final band I M observed shifts reflect may be most ea.-ilv accompl ishd she' ctuo,-il which * -

r'.v shifts In the v bands. The rela- integrate over a nigiflcar. t ,orf ion ;f the .
. tive shifts as displayed in Fig. 2 are about emission angles. I' appears for this data, as

0.30 eV downward for VB 4, 0.40 eV upward for VB displayed in Fi. C, that the ooservei hift for

3, and 0.10 eV downward for VB 2 for those the VBM is lose to the average hift of i11 the"
interband transitions occuring in the box noted bands.

on the bands of Fig. 3. The latter values are an
average obtained from EDC's for photon energies
at 16-18 eV for VB 4, 18-21 eV for VB 3, and 21 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: We appreciated several discus-%-.' aton w6-1h J. forJi V. Fa,,r 18-21 J. for 3,and 1- ".on-

24 eV for VB 2. One notes, that as the photon dons with J. Cued: I-. hioer, md .. lormanson,
energy increases, the VB to FE transitions and H. Dickson's ;i 1r thi dt L The

"move" toward gamma, and as this occurs the support of the st.'ff at t." W: -.,Lc-vnchrct-

shifts, as plotted in Fig. 2, tend to zero, as ron adiation Center is, appre-a'd. T1,e rc -

expected since the dta are referenced to VM. search is supported by AFOSR under Contract No.

549620-77-0125 and Grant No. 82-6267, and ITWSRC

is supported by NSF Grant No. PMR-7415089.
IV. DISCUSSION
Typically in photoemission studies on overlayer *Presently at Palo Alto Xerox Ree,,aroh C:enter.

" systems one finds new peaks in the spectra on [1] F. Zircher, G.J. Lapeyre, J. Anderson, and
which one focuses to study the quantum structure D. Frankel, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 21, In press.

of overlayers. The results of this study, how- [2] E.A. Kraut, R.W. Grant, J.R. Waldrop, and

ever, indicate that one of the primary effects S.P. Kowalezyk, Phys. Rev. Lett. LfjL, 1620

of adding Ge to GaAs is the nonuniform shifts of (1980). 0
GaAs interband transitions which show signifi- [D] P. Perfetti, 1. Denley, K.A. Mills, and
cant dispersion. It is significant to find dis- E.A. Shirley, Appl. Phys. Lett. 3_, 667 (1978). ,.

persion connected to effects induced by an over- [4] G. Margaritondo, G. Stoffel, A.D. Katnani,

layer. For the specific transitions discussed H.S. Edelman, and C.M. Bertoni, J. Vac. Sci. .."-
here the nonuniform changes in the shifts can be Technol. jj, 784 (1981).

uniquely attributed to the VB's. However, the [5] P. Skeith, I. Lindau, P.W. 7hye, C.Y. Su,
shifts of other transitions not discussed in and W.i. Spicer, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. JA, 1143
this paper seem to also require some relativ, (1979).

nonuniform shifts in the CB's. A useful point [6] G. Gant anll W. Mdnch, Applic. Surf. Sci.,

of view is that the "new states" resulting from in press.

the Ge are surface resonances which decay expo- [7] W. Mbncn, i-.: Bauer, H. Gant, and R.

nentially into the crystal. The decay length is Marc-zhall, . Va . -1. Technol. 21, in prfss.n.
great enough to permit the bulk bands, as probed [8] The crystals r Zn doped (.I 18 cm-'

by photoemission, to manifest the effects of 
the from Laser Diode. 

" "

overlayer-induced resonances. The Ge modifies [9] F. Cerrina, G.P. Williams, J. Anderson,
the charge densities of the tetrahedral bonds in R.J. Smith, J. termanson, J.A. Knapp, and (,.3.

V the surface region in such a way that, in some Lapeyre, to be publi:ihe'; and G.P. Willism , et-

given portions of the zone, each VB has a dicf- 2,- proceeding:a of ri: nfEctnr e-. Th-nc,-

ferent shift. Model calculations which contain studie: used the bands by K.C. Pandey and by

% the atomic orbital character of the band as a J... Chelikowsky and M.L. Cohan.
function of k and that describe the features
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Adsorption of 02 and CO on cleaved GaAs (110) at low temperaturesa)
D. J. Frankel, Y. Yukunb) R. Avci,c) and G. J. Lapeyre

S Department of Physics, Montana State UniversttY. Bozeman. Montana 59717

(Received 27 September 1982; accepted 17 November 1982)

We have studied the low-temperature I - 50 K I adsorption of 0. and CO on GaAs (110) with UV
photoemission. Spectra were taken using a He discharge lamp and a double pass cylindrical
mirror analyzer (CMA) in the angle-integrated mode. Spectra showing peaks characteristic of
gas-phase 0. and CO were observed after dosing GaAs II 10) surfaces cleaved at a temperature T

5 50 K with < 5 L of 0, or CO. The molecular CO peaks disappeared on warming the sample to
100 K leaving a spectrum characteristic of the clean surface. In the case of O, the 0, l nr orbital
was 5.4 eV below the valence band maximum (VBM) and 13.2 eV above the Ga 3d core, which
implies a relaxation shift towards smaller binding energies of - 1.4 eV for adsorbed O, as

• ".compared to the gas phase. On warming the O-dosed sample the molecular peaks disappeared by
' -60 K and by 300 K the spectrum was transformed to one characteristic of chemisorbed oxygen.

Auger analysis indicated that oxygen concentrations of a few percent remained at 300 K after O,
dosing with only 10-40 L at 50 K. The 300 K spectra are attributed to atomic rather than
molecular oxygen, which implies a transition from the physisorbed molecule to the chemisorbed

atom.

PACS numbers: 68.45.Da, 82.80.Pv, 82.65.My, 79.20 Fv

I. INTRODUCTION Oxygen exposures were accomplished by filling a thermo-

GaAs and in particular the oxidation of GaAs surfaces has couple-gauged prechaiber with a measured amount of 0,

been the subject of intensive study.'" The previous work (usually 1-10 mTorr), and injecting this dose of oxygen into

has shown that there is a very low sticking coefficient for the main chamber. Since the ion gauge was necessarily off

oxygen on GaAs ( 10) at 300K, exposures of 10' L or more during the actual experiments, absolute values of exposures

being required to produce significant coverages of oxygen on are only known to within - 30%. CO dosing was done

the surface. Presently it is generally thought that oxygen through a conventional leak valve with the main chamber

dissociates on defect sites and chemisorbs atomically at 300 pressure monitored with a cold cathode gauge.

K. Oxide formation is observed only when hot filaments gen- UPS spectra of the clean and O- or CO-dosed surface
erate excited were obtained after cleaving at T = 50 K. The refrigerator-, , rt xie oxygen. However, there remains some question

as to the exact nature of the oxygen-GaAs bonding in the could then be turned off and spectra obtained as the sample

chemisorbed state. In this article we study the low tempera- gradually warmed up. Because Auger analysis was found to

ture physisorption of the small molecules CO and 02, and affect drastically the UPS spectra, it was generally carried

the evolution of the physisorbed states as temperature is in- out only at the conclusion of a run. To avoid the effects of

creased, with the aim of understanding better the details of excited oxygen2' all hot filaments were kept off except dur-

the oxidation process of GaAs (110). We are not aware of any ing separate calibration experiments.

previous studies involving the low temperature adsorption The chamber pressure rose into the mid 10 9 Torr range

of CO and 0, on cleaved GaAs (110), although a number of when the UV source was operating. However, the RGA indi-

such studies have been carried out on metal surfaces. '-" cated that the partial pressure of H,O, CO, and other active
gases, remained at the 10 '()-10 " Torr level. During the

II. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES oxygen dosing process the sample was necessarily exposed to

Ep n wa small amount of CO. RGA measurements showed that
Experiments were carried out in a stainless steel ion- each dose of oxygen was accompanied by a pulse of CO
2xpumped vacuum chamber with a base pressure of roughly 100 times smaller. In addition, during the oxygen
2 10- mTorr. The chamber was fited with a single pass dosing and measuring process the background pressure of

" cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) and coaxial electron gun CO generated an exposure of the order of a few tenths of a
for Auger analysis, quadrupole residual gas analyzer IRGA), langmuir.
UV source modeled after the design of Lancaster et al.. and
a double pass CMA to analyze the photoemitted electrons. A
special manipulator coupled to a closed cycle refrigerator Ill. OXYGEN EXPERIMENTS

allowed the sample to be moved to the various working An angle-integrated He-ll energy distribution curve
pointsin thechamber while being cooled 1o40-50 K. Sample IEDC) of low temperature-.leaved GaAs 01101 is shown in
temperature was monitored with a Au-0.07% Fe vs chromel curve I of Fig. 1. Features due to four of the resonance lines

V , thermocouple attached to the sample holder. The sample of the [ic lamp (hi,' - 21.2, 40.8. 48.4, 51 eVi are evident.
_ wasp-type Zn-doped GaAs I110) from Laser Diode Labora- Also shown in Fig. I are difference curves between the clean

tories with a carrier density N- 3 x 10"/cm'. spectrum and a spectrum obtained after a 4-L exposure to

679 J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 1 (2), Apr. June 1983 0734-2101/83/020679-05$01.00 1983 American Vacuum Society 679
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ing warming and the total exposure to desorbing CO and O
is less than 5 L above background. However, effects on the Go As (110) /CO
EDC's due to exposure to CO during 02 dosing and to CO He II 6th Cleave

and 02 during warmup cannot be completely ruled out. In Warming Up

order to further explore these issues we have undertaken the 50K 2ILCOJ

low temperature CO exposure experiments described in the , 58K
C4) 3 ' 87K

following section. ", 97K
C5 ( 102 K

IV. CO EXPERIMENTS
U 

03Figure 3 shows the effects of a series of CO exposures on a (n

GaAs (110) surface cleaved at T = 50K. Strong peaks attrib- C L

utable to physisorbed CO are evident. With the exposure
methods used, no significant differences in the rate of growth
and the saturation exposure levels for the 0, and CO features 01
were observed. However, for CO the adsorption/desorption
process occurs in two stages. After 0.6 L a low coverage
structure is observed that causes a 10%-15% attenuation
and a 0. 1 eV shift of the Ga 3d core level. With exposures of

1.2 L or more a second, higher coverage structure is ob-
served. In this weakly bound state there is a 40%-50% at-
tenuation but no further shift of the Ga 3d core. This attenu-
ation is roughly twice the maximum attenuation observed
with oxygen. L- i t__

Figure 4 shows the sequence of the EDC's obtained when -20 -I5 -10 -5 EF
the CO exposed sample is allowed to warm up. The high INITIAL ENERGY (eV)

coverage peaks disappear by 60 K. However, a structure FIG. 4. Sequence ofHe-11 EDC's obtained on warming a surface exposed to
identifiable with the low coverage state persists up to 80-100 2.1 L Co at T = 50 K.

K. Above this temperature the spectra closely resemble
those of the clean surface.

Figure 5 shows the low and high coverage states in more
detail. The difference curves in Fig. 5 were calculated after
scaling to obtain equal count rates on the Ga 3d level; no

4 Go As (110) /CO shifting was required. The peaks in the high coverage state* He U1 6th Cleave
Tej 50 K (curve 3) are tentatively assigned as indicated in the figure.

The spacings between the 5o, and I nr, and the 1 r and 4o (3.15
CO and 2.5 eV, respectively) differ somewhat from the gas phase

EXPOSURE spacings of 2.9 and 2.8 eV. '" The 5u-4c spacing is essentially
( )(D Cleon(Z 0.6 L equal to the gas phase value. The observed spacings for the

( 1.2 L high coverage state indicate that the relaxation shift of the
-Z () 2.1 L I r level is 0.3 eV smaller than the relaxation shifts for the 4o
oU and 5a levels. Only two peaks are evident in the more tightly

En bound low coverage state (curve 2, Fig. 5). The 2.8- eV spac-
ing of these peaks is equal to the gas phase I 7r-4or spacing. If

.ithe two peaks are assigned to the I ir and 4o levels then there
<)\ are 1.0 and 0.8 eV increases in the relaxation shifts of the I ir

and 4or levels, respectively, as compared to the more weakly
zbound high coverage state. Such increases in the relaxation

shift for a more tightly bound state are most likely due to
increased substrate screening effects on the final state.

V. DISCUSSION

In the experiments reported here we have formed a weakly
Tbound adlayer of molecular oxygen, yet there is no clear

evidence for the formation of an appreciable amount of che-
misorbed atomic oxygen until the temperature is raised and

-20 -15 -(0 -5 EF at least some oxygen desorbs. The cold-cleaved I 110) surface
INITIAL ENERGY (V) is apparently not capable of dissociating a significant num-

FIG. 3. He-ll EDC'sobtained in a sequence of CO exposures at T= 50K. ber of the weakly bound oxygen molecules. The results do

A. Vi.OL TehnoL A, Vol. 1, No. 2, Apr.-June lN
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-. ----- warmed case is also consistent with previous obcr ations of

.4o- Go As (110) /CO shifts in E, %%ith heavy 3(X) K 0. dosing o'p-t pc (iaAs.'
Hell 6th Cleave The location of the oxygen I1. orbital 13.2 eV ahoc the
Di C5K Ga 3dcore level and 5.4 eV below the VBM implics a relaxa-

I2: Clean tion shift toward smaller binding energies of - 1.4 cV a,,.. 4,'. , Dif Curve

I r 0.6 L CO-Clean compared to gas phase ionization potentials. Molecular oxN -

Dif Curve gen spectra similar to those of Figs. I and 2 with relaxation
. , ,-. -,.12L CO-06L C01 shifts of 1.0-1.5 eV or greater have been obser ,ed iln Io"

temperature oxygen adsorption studies on other maten-

Il als. '-" Exposures beyond saturation (Fig. 31 cause an addi-
WI

tional broadening of 0.2-0.3 eV.
The CO results are important both to provide a fingerprint

for possible CO contamination in the oxygen experiments
< and as an interesting system in its own right. As noted in Sec.

151- II, a combination of the CO background pressure and the
CO asociated with the 02 dosing process may have resulted
in CO exposures of up to a few tenths of a langmuir during an
oxygen adsorption experiment at 50 K. However, it is diffi-
cult to observe the CO uptake in such cases due to an overlap
in molecular CO and 0. peak positions. At temperatures
above 50 K, after the main molecular 0. peaks have disap-
peared, we have in some cases observed shoulders near 10
and 12 eV that can be attributed to small amounts of CO in

1the low coverage state. Based on the RGA results and the
-15 -10 lack of clear evidence of CO peaks in the 50 K oxygen data

INITIAL ENERGY (eV) we estimate CO coverage to be at most 5%-10% of the 0.
Z., coverage and hence not a major factor in the physisorption

.. ,, process studied here. The results also suggest that effects
\,,., FiG. 5. He-il EDC and difference curves showing stages of CO adsorption

at T = 50 K. Small peaks in the 3-7 eV region ofcurve 3 are the 4a and l r observed above 100 K in the oxygen experiment are not like-
levels excited with 48.4 eV light. ly to be related to CO contamination. The CO-GaAs (110)

system may prove to be a useful model system since it exhib-
its a reversible two-stage adsorption/desorption cycle. Ad-
ditional techniques such as polarization-dependent angle-

appear to be consistent with a defect-type model for oxygen resolved photoemission may be able to determine

dissociation. A combination of the low temperature and the symmetries and/or binding sites for the two physisorbed

presence of the physisorbed layer of molecular oxygen may states.

limit the mobility of the small proportion of oxygen mole-
cules that do land on defect sites and are dissociated. As the VI. CONCLUSIONS

,-. temperature is raised and some of the oxygen is desorbed it
.. , ~may be possible for additional oxygen to be dissociated, We have shown that 0, and CO physisorb on cleaved

move away from the defect sites, and bond to the surface. GaAs (110) at 50 K. In the case of oxygen the broadened
These first low temperature experiments also suggest that molecular 0, peaks occur with spacings essentially equal to
there may be one or more intermediate states before the for- the gas phase values, and with a relaxation shift of - 1.4 eV.

'C" mation of the chemisorbed state ordinarily generated with On warming the GaAs surface most of the oxygen desorbs by
heavy 300 K dosing. Su et al.20 have reported two stages in 60 K, and by 300 K the remaining oxygen is converted to the

the chemisorption of oxygen on GaAs at room temperature. chemisorbed state. The observations indicate that the pris-

No connection has yet been identified between this two-state tine (110) surface does not dissociate 0. even with monolayer

adsorption process and the intermediate states observed here coverages of 0, molecules on the surface.

during the sample warming process. Additional experiments In the case of physisorbed CO two structures are ob-

with improved statistics and better temperature control are served, a high coverage structure which desorbs by 60 K and

planned to further investigate these issues. a lower coverage structure which remains until nearly 100

With regard to the question of the binding site for the K. Shifts in relative peak positions and peak heights of the
chemisorbed oxygen, difference curves obtained for a sur- two structures and the different desorption temperatures

face exposed to oxygen at 50 K and then warmed to 300 K suggest two different bonding modes for the CO molecule on

* show a component of the Ga 3d core shifted - I eV toward the (110) surface.

greater binding energy, consistent with previous observa-
tions of assymetric broadening of the Ga3d level with heavy ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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UV photoemission study of low temperature oxygen
adsorption on GaAs(1 10)8)
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The adsorption of oxygen on the (110) cleaved surface of GaAs is studied by first physisorbing
molecular 0, on the surface at a temperature of approximately 45 K and then warming the surface
to 300 K. The transformation from a state with molecular O physisorbed on the surface to one
with chemisorbed atomic oxygen is studied with ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy I UPS)
using a helium resonance lamp as a source. The physisorbed state shows a set of emission peaks
with spacings equal to the gas phase values. The sample temperature is not cold enough to obtain
multiple layers of condensed oxygen. As the temperature of the sample is then increased from
T = 45 to 300 K, the UPS spectrum changes dramatically; by T = 60 K the molecular O peaks
have disappeared and by 170 K the spectra have taken on a form characteristic of chemisorbed
atomic oxygen. Evidence is found for one or more intermediate states during the transformation
of the physisorbed molecular 0, to chemisorbed atomic oxygen.

PACS numbers: 68.45.Da, 82.65.My, 82.80.Pv

I. INTRODUCTION -2 X 10 'Torr. The chamber was fitted with a single pass
The adsorption of oxygen on the GaAs( 110) surface has been cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) and coaxial electron gun
, examined in a number ofstudies." These studies have gen- for Auger analysis, quadrupole residual gas analyzer (RGA),erally been carried out at room temperature and have re- UV source modeled after the design of Lancaster et al., ' and

quired rather heavy oxygen exposures because of the low a double pass CMA to analyze the photoemitted electrons. A
sticking coefficient for oxygen on GaAs( 110) at 300 K. The special manipulator coupled to a closed cycle refrigerator
present interpretation of these studies is that the oxygen mol- allowed the sample to be moved to the various working
ecules disassociate and chemisorb atomically to the surface. points in the chamber while being cooled to below 50 K.
In the more recent work'°.-I evidence has been reported for Temperatures noted here were obtained from an Au-0.07%

,' the presence of more than one chemisorbed state at room Fe vs chromel thermocouple attached to the crystal holder.
tempratre.Howver th exat ntur oftheoxyen- Measurements with a second thermocouple attached to the'-' temperature. However, the exact nature of the oxygen-

GaAs chemisorption bond remains an open question. crystal face with conducting epoxy indicated that, for an
In a previous paper"z we have reported results of low tem- average length crystal, the crystal face was approximately 5pnareviou2paper e havreportxeriests of ls tht K warmer than the holder. The sample wasp-type Zn-doped

perature 02 and CO adsorption experiments on GaAs that GaAs (110) from Laser Diode Laboratories with a carrier
demonstrated that oxygen and CO physisorb to GaAs( 110) density N- 3 x 10 /cm 3 .
at approximately 45 K with coverages of the order of a mon- The experiments were performed by cleaving and dosing
olayer. In this article we report further data concerned with the sample at the minimum temperature (-45 K) and then
the process of converting the physisorbed molecular oxygenthe processbof convet ngythe.phys corbdrmoleculareoxygsn letting the crystal temperature rise by turning off the refrig-
to chemisorbed atomic oxygen. The conversion process is erator. Oxygen exposures were accomplished by filling a
investigated by first adsorbing molecular oxygen at low te- amount
peratures where the sticking coefficient is high and then ofe0mo(uul-am ad injehtin th dse ofoygenstuyig te xygn-a~ssytemusng V hoteofs OO (usually I-10 m Torr), and injecting this dose of oxygen.,
studying the oxygen-GaAs system using UV photoemission into the main chamber. In order to avoid the effects of excit-
as the surface is warmed to 300 K. Both oxygen-derived ed oxygen 2"3 the ion gauge and all other hot filaments were
features in the valence band region of the photoemission kept offduring the actual experiments. As a result, the abso-

spectra and the location and shape of the Ga 3d core are kut of the oxygen expore s arel to thin

followed as a function of temperature after the initial low 30%. The rate of change of the temperature during the
V. temperature oxygen exposures. As the sample is warmed we

warmup process was such that above -60 K the samplefind that the physisorbed state evolves via an intermediate temperature increased by <5 K dunng the time required to
state to the state normally observed after heavy room tem- rvrecord a full energy distribution curve (EDC). Between 45
perature oxygen exposures. In addition we find that this in- and 60 K the rate of increase of the temperature was such
termediate state can be formed directly by exposure to oxy- that it was not possible to follo% the sample's behavior in
gen at temperatures slightly above the physisorption detail.
temperature. In carrying out a series of experiments such as these, care

II. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES must be taken to account for possible contamination with
other adsorbed molecules, particularly CO. RGA measure-

Experiments were carried out in a stainless steel ion- ments at 45 K show that each dose of oxygen is accompanied
pumped vacuum chamber with a base pressure of by a pulse of CO roughly 100 times smallcr. In addition,

7 J. YVes hi. TOtWeL 1(3), July-Seft. 1963 0734-211 X/13/030763-04$01.00 c 1963 American Vacuum Society 763
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during the time needed to obtain several EDC's at 45 K the ments. The amplitude of the peaks in curves 3 and 4 crre-
background pressure of CO generates an exposure of the spond to CO exposures of at most a few tenths of a
order of a few tenths of a Langmuir. During the subsequent Langmuir.
warming process both oxygen and CO are liberated. In con- Beginning at a temperature of about 100 K the 2 and 7 eV
trol experiments with the RGA and ion gauge the analysis peaks assigned to the intermediate state decrease in strength
chamber pressure does not exceed 4x 10 ' Torr during and the broad peak at 5eV gradually develops. The process
warming and the total exposure to desorbing CO and 0. is is largely completed by 150-170 K and results in a structure
less than 5 L above background. While it is difficult to com- which can be identified with that observed in previous room
pletely account for the effects of CO in such an experiment, temperature oxygen exposure studies. Auger measurements
the low temperature adsorption properties of CO are at 300 K after oxygen exposures at T = 45 K confirm the
known 2 and so the CO photoemission structures can, to a presence of a small amount of oxygen on the surface.
large extent, be separated out in the final results. Further, the
total CO exposure was generally less than 10% of the total
oxygen exposure.

Ill. OXYGEN EXPERIMENTS

"* Curves I and 2 of Fig. 1 illustrate the process of physisorb-
ing oxygen on GaAs. Curve l is an angle-integrated He ii GaAs (//o/02

EDC of low-temperature-cleaved GaAs( 110). Features due 2" CL EA VE

to three lines of the He resonance lamp (hv = 40.8,48.4, 51.0
eV) are evident. The peaks labeled A are due to the Ga 3d
core excited with 40.8, 48.4, and 51.0 eV light. Curve 2 is
obtained by subtracting the clean EDC (curve 1) from an
EDC obtained after exposing the sample to 11 L 02 at
T = 45 K. The difference EDC exhibits a series of peaks 77-K

which correspond in number and spacing to the gas phase " c0 i
molecular oxygen orbitals. 4 " The adsorption process satu- 71
rates after exposures of approximately 2 L, exposures be-
yond saturation cause small additional increases in the oxy- A30 K

gen peak heights coupled with a broadening of the 02 peaks ,. -

by 0.2-0.3 eV on the lower binding energy side. At 45 K the _j

U)
' sample temperature is not cold enough to obtain multiple U 1130 K f--

layers of condensed oxygen. >
After preparing the saturated physisorbed state the sam- <

a: 794pie temperature is allowed to increase and the conversion to
the chemisorbed state is studied by following changes in va- __

lence band features and correlating them with various stages
in the interaction of oxygen with the GaAs( 10) surface. W63:K

Curves 3-6 of Fig. 1 show the sequence of events observed z
when the refrigerator is turned off and the sample is allowed
to slowly warm after exposures totaling 34 L 02 at 45 K. The

* strong molecular oxygen peaks disappear by 60 K leaving a 30 I

structure that can be identified with an intermediate state. Q U ,i

This state, which is evident in the 60-100 K temperature
range (curves 3 and 4), is characterized by two broad features U 3
centered at initial energies of 2 and 7 eV. The broad 5 eV 45K
peak characteristic of chemisorbed atomic oxygen is not evi- 02

dent at these temperatures. 2
Features at 10and 12 eV are also observed in the 60-100K A

temperature range but based on separate CO adsorption ex- A
periments are attributed to a small amount of adsorbed A LA
CO. Curve 7 of Fig. I is a difference curve for a low coverage I _LAN

physisorbed CO state obtained during the separate CO ex- -20 -15 -10 -5 EF
periments by exposing the sample to CO at 45 K and then INITIAL ENERGY (eV)
warming to 77 K. The peak heights of the CO structures in

0 1 curve 7 correspond to peak heights observed after exposures
to CO of approximately 0.7 L at temperatures of -45 K. FIG. I. Curve I, HelI EDC of clean GaAs{110); Curves 2-6, difference
The 10 and 12eV peaks occuring in the oxygen experiments curves obtained by subtracting the clean EDC (curve I from EDC's ob-

tained at the indicated temperatures. The EDC's have been shifted and
coincide with the CO features of curve 7, and the peaks large- scaled to superimpose the Ga 3d core feature prior to subtraction. Curve 7.
ly disappear by about 90 K, as is the case in the CO experi- difference curve for a low coverage CO state (see Ref. 12).

A J Ve. ol. TechoL I, VoL 1, No. 3, July-Sept. 1993
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Oxygen exposure experiments have also been carried out 0.1 eV) away from E,. As the temperature is then increased
at slightly higher temperatures (50-55 K). In these experi- from 100 to 300 K the Ga 3d core broadens and continues to
ments the intermediate state (curve 3. Fig. 1) is formed di- shift further away from the Fermi energy. At 300 K the Ga
rectly and no evidence for the gas phase features (curve 2) is 3d initial energy position shows a net shift of -0.3 eV
found. Peaks are also observed at 10 and 12 eV, but are again towards greater bind;ng energy as compared to the cold-
assigned to physisorbed CO since they also appear after cleaved and still undosed case. A similar shift is seen in the
holding the sample at low temperature for several hours VBM. The origin of ihe initial 0.1 eV shift towards E, on

.% without exposure to oxygen, and their positions and relative oxygen adsorption remains uncertain as the position of the
peak heights correspond to peaks observed in the separate VBM cannot be measured with as high an accuracy as that of
CO exposure experiments. On warming samples exposed to the Ga 3d core, and it is thus not possible to differentiate
oxygen at about 55 K behavior similar to that described between a chemical shift and band bending effects. The sub-
above and shown in Fig. I is observed. sequent larger 0.3 eV shift of the Ga core away from Ef is

The conversion from the physisorbed to chemisorbed most likely due to band bending effects as the shift is roughly
state may also be studied by following changes in the Ga 3d paralleled by changes in the VMB position. A similar shift in

* core, including shifts in its initial energy with respect to the the location of EF for P-type GaAs( 110) has previously been
Fermi energy and changes in its peak shape. In order to reported following heavy 300 K oxygen exposures.
study these effects in detail all EDC's were shifted and scaled In addition to the shifts in location of the main Ga 3d line
to superimpose the Ga 3d core line initial energy position (Fig. 2) which are most likely due to band bending effects, we
and peak amplitude. The scaling was required to compensate have also observed changes in the shape of the Ga 3d core.
for changes in the Ga 3d core peak height with changes in These changes in shape can be attributed to the growth of a
oxygen coverage, and for changes in optical alignment due to small chemically shifted component of the core line. The
differential expansion of the manipulator on warming from difference curves 2-6 of Fig. 1 which are obtained from the
45 to 300 K. The shifting procedure allowed for an accurate shifted and scaled EDC's are useful in examining these
( 50 meV) measurement of shifts in the initial energy posi- changes in the shape of the Ga 3d core with increasing tem-
tion of the main Ga 3d line with oxygen exposure and tem- perature. The curves show the growth of a component of the
perature as well as for an analysis of changes in peak shape. core shifted by approximately 1 eV toward deeper binding

The position of the main Ga 3d core line as a function of energy. In Fig. 1, the two vertical lines note the positions of
oxygen exposure and temperature is shown in Fig. 2. A shift the main core line (zero amplitude in difference curve), and
in the core of -0.1 eV towards EF is observed after the of the shifted line which is shown shaded.
initial oxygen exposure. The shift is observed after exposures The concentration of oxygen on the crystal surface is an
as low as0.5 L and its size is independent of the magnitude of important question. The saturation behavior observed at 45
the exposure. The position of the Ga 3d core level and the K is strong evidence for an oxygen coverage of about a mon-
VBM with respect to EF remain essentially unchanged as the olayer in the initial physisorbed state. Unfortunately, it is
sample is then allowed to warm to 60 K. In the 60-100 K difficult to monitor the amount of oxygen present on the
temperature range, where the intermediate state is observed surface as the sample warms from 45 to 300 K. The relative
in the valence band data, the Ga 3d core shifts slightly (0.05- peak areas of the valence oxygen features can give some indi-

cation. As shown in Fig. 1, the peak areas of the oxygen
features of the intermediate state and the 300 K chemisorbed

ES Cleon - 45 K state are considerably smaller than for the saturated physi-
, 300- Physisorbed 0 2  sorbed state. A similar indication is provided by the area

2hob 45dK under the shifted portion of the Ga 3d core, which is at most
45J K 10%-20% of the area under the main peak. Finally, Auger

Cr measurements can provide some information but must be
,200 used with caution because of possible interactions of the elec-4 Krb 'tron beam with the sample, including electron-induced de-
w - 0 sorption and surface damage. Presently, the 300 K Auger

a measurements suggest somewhat lower oxygen coverages
W 100 than is implied by the UPS peak area considerations.

8-- IV. DISCUSSION

0 I I The experiments show that there is an intermediate state
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 +0.1 present prior to the formation of the chemisorbed state or-

Ga 3d INITIAL dinarily generated with heavy 300 K oxygen exposures. The
ENERGY SHIFT (eV) 300 K state has been assigned to chemisorbed atomic oxygen

and is characterized by a broad peak at 5 eV, several caker
FRo. 2. Initial energy value ofOa 3d photoemission level as a function of features in the 8-12 eV range, the presence of a shifted corn-
temperature following exposure to oxygen at T = 45 K. The square denotes
t) thepoitionofthe a3d forclean GaAs1 10),the triangle the valueimme- ponent in the Ga 3d, and a shift in the location of the main
diately after exposure to oxygen, and the dots the values as the crystal's Ga 3d peak of -0.3 eV away from the fermi energy as com-
temperature increases to 300 K. pared to clean GaAs. In contrast at temperatures of 60- 100

& Vm. VaL TftM L Ik VoL 1, No. t Jd-yuly pt. 1ir
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% K we observe a state characterized by broad features cen- with peaks separated by 5 eV obserscd for the intermedt-

tered at - 2 and 7 eV. a smaller shifted component of the Ga ate state of oxygen on GaAs. However, it is not vet possible
3d, a smallJ <0.1 eV) shift in the location of the main Ga 3d to draw any tirm conclusions on the relation of these two
peak, and the absence of a strong feature of 5 eV. This inter- states.
mediate state is produced either by first physisorbing molec-

S.ular 0. at 45-50 K and then warming to 60-100 K or by VI. CONCLUSIONS
S.direct oxygen exposure at temperatures just above the physi- We have used UPS to observe molecular oxygen physi-
-- sorption temperature. The reduced magnitude of the shifted sorbed to GaAs)110) at low temperatures and followed itseGa 3d and the absence of a strong 5 eV peak, together with

the" ainm en of 30 stag to er atmic transformation to chemisorbed atomic oxygen at room tem-
the assignment of the 300 K state to chemisorbed atomic perature. At temperatures below 50 K we observe broadened
oxygen suggest that the intermediate state may be due to molecular O peaks with spacings essentially equal to gas
chemisorbed molecular oxygen. phase values after exposures of less than a Langmuir of oxy-

There remains some question as to whether this interme- gen. Between 50 and 100 K we observe at least one distinct
diate state characterized by the pair of peaks is one simple intermediate state of oxygen on GaAs and above 100 K ob-

state since the temperature evolution of the 2 and the 7 eV serve the gradual formation of chemisorbed atomic oxygen.
I *peaks do not exactly coincide. Figures 1 and 2 show that the The intermediate state has also been observed after oxygen

conversion from the intermediate state to the 300 K state exposures at temperatures just above the physisorption tem-
occurs gradually. It is therefore possible that there is a small perature.
admixture of the 300 K state in the 60-100 K temperature The observations indicate that chemisorbed atomic oxy-
range. A second interpretation is that there is more than one gen is not formed directly with oxygen exposures at low tem-
intermediate state. The existence of several intermediate perature and that there is at least one intermediate form of

-e, states caninot be ruled out since the strong molecular 0, oxygen on GaAs, possibly chemisorbed molecular oxygen.
peaks present at temperatures of 45-55 K could mask fea-
tures due to a small amount of such a state. Further, the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Photoemission study of GeAs(201): A model for the As-stabilized Ge surface
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We present a study of the electronic states of GeAs as a model for the ordered, anion-stabilized
surface phases which form on Ge when it is grown epitaxially on GaAs substrates using MBE.
Angle-resolved, normal emission photoelectron energy distribution curves for four different
azimuthal orientations of the GeAs(201) face (i.e., four different polarizations) have been
measured using photon energies from hv = 10 to 28 eV. The valence band structure plots (binding
energy versus photon energy) show behavior typical of a layered compound. A large number of
valence band states (about 12) are observed, and they show essentially no hv dispersion in normal
emission and very little dispersion with polar angle. The electronic states are therefore localized
both within and normal to the layer. The excitation of the Ge 3d and the As 3d core levels into

conduction band states observed by measuring the core hole decay emission does not show any
enhancement peaks as usually observed if empty surface states exist in the conduction band. This
suggests that the GeAs(201) surface may not have any surface states. Chemical bonding
information was obtained by measuring the Ge 3d core level binding energy. The Ge is more
tightly bound compared to the bulk Ge as indicated by a 3d core level chemical shift of 0.45 ± 0.1
eV toward higher binding energy. 3d core threshold emission for both the Ge and the As is used
together with the line shape of the valence band edge emission to determine a forbidden band gap
is 0.4 ± 0.3 eV, These results support the Bauer/Mikkelsen hypothesis that the Ge:As surface
phase that floats on top of the MBE GaAs/Ge heterojunction is energetically more favorable than
the corresponding clean Ge surface having unsatisfied dangling bonds. The data on GeAs(20 1)
leads to a picture of an As-terminated surface having highly directional oribtals and very low
reactivity.

PACS numbers: 73.20. - r, 73.40.Lq, 68.55. + b, 68.60. + q

I. INTRODUCTION is compositionally and structurally independent of the initial

During the MBE growth of epitaxial, lattice-matched Ge on GaAs(100) surface As concentration.' Furthermore, the fi-
GaAs, stability of the interface chemical nanostructure is nal Ge:As surface concentration is the same as for MBE
achieved only after As diffuses to the free Ge surface.' GeAs. layers grown on the same crystallographic face under

, Monch and Gant' first reported the presence of an ordered the same conditions.
layer of As on the surface of Ge that is thermally evaporated It is believed that a detailed understanding of the struc-
onto a cleaved GaAs4 110) substrate at epitaxial tempera- tural and electronic properties of these Ge:As surface phases
tures.3 Upon further studies using MBE, we have reported will provide important understanding of the energetics and
this occurring on all the low index faces of GaAs; it is a kinetic driving forces which control the MBE process and
general phenomena occurring for 325" ± 25 °C growth on possibly the resulting interface electronic properties. There-
starting substrates ranging from stoichiometric forewe have investigated the in situ cleaved GeAs(201) sur-

GaAs(l 10X 1), to the As-rich GaAs(100) c(4 X 4), c(2 x 8) face by means of angle-resolved synchrotron photoemission
and GaAs(I Il1)(2 X 2) surfaces, and the Ga-rich GaAs(100) spectroscopy. This bulk crystal provides a model system for

4X6 surface.4 Detailed LEED studies of the (100) grown the local bonding and properties of the As-stabilized Ge

faces have confirmed the presence of these ordered As sur- structures.
face layers.' This anion outdiffusion does not occur during
the initial chemisorption of Ge; rather, using soft x-ray pho- II. EXPERIMENTAL
toelectron spectroscopy, we measure a rearrangement of Ge The experiments were performed at the Synchrotron Ra-
for As during the intermediate stages of heterojunction for- diation Center at the University of Wisconsin using the 240
mation.' GeAs, forms ordered 3 x, 1, two domain I ,, 2). MeV Tantalus 11 storage ring and a stainless steel Seya mon-
and (I x 1) phases at the free surface of Get I 10), Gel 100), and ochromator. To analy/e tihe photoen it ted elect rons, we used
Ge ll) on the respective GaAs orientations. The an adjustable 6 in. double pass cylindrical mirror anal. zer
GeAs, - (I x 2) + (2 x I) ordered Get 1001:As surface phase (CMA), which is moditied to permit the a||gle-reso l'ing ca-
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pability. By means of a rotary/ina tedhc ~ s a
the possibility to bring a drum %%Ith Mo snia I ole

I±2%. +± 6', respectively in its side into0 thI detcted elect I ()it
beam. The drum blocks all ot the electron tILIX eXcept) tHIM
passed by the selected aperture in the c% lindr ical sUrfa 'ce of
the drum. By rotating the drum. an\ segmntl of, thle elect roi
cone can be selected. i.e.. Ae are able to nicasure at different
polar and azimuthal angles."

The resolution for the pass enerav we used far these meca-
surements ,E, = 15 eV) is 0.3 eV. We normalized thle count-
ing rate for a constant beam current measured from aW
mesh through which the photon beam alwAy.is passes,. The
energy of the photoelectrons is measured with respect to thle
vacuum level. The measurements were made at room tem-

- . perature, and the base pressure of the system was smaller
than 1.5 X 10 "'Torr. Auger spectra were obtained and no
impurity elements were found.

GeAs is a layered compound and crystallizes in the mono-
clinic GaTe structure.' A model picture (not in scale) of the
(201) surface is given in Fig. 1. The surface unit cell contains
14 atoms. The GeAs single crystal was in situ cleaved, and Fi(;. 2. LEED photograph oft he co6 2) structure ofthe 20 11 tacred face

the azimuthal position of the sample was determined by oft the GeAs crystatI used in this study for t100 eV prima ry elect rons.

LEED. The LEED pattern of the clean GeAs(201) surface is
a c(6 X2) as shown in Fig. 2 for 100 eV primary energy.

The azimuthal zero or 180* (8i = 0%, 180', respectively) is
.odefined by the LEED rows (i.e., the sample direction in GeAs (201) AREDC's'

which the spots are closely spaced in Fig. 2) being perpendi- normal emission
cular to the light A vector. Using the two rotations of the 7 *sample manipulator, we have the possibility to rotate the 47

sample around the sample surface normal as well as to
change the polar angle of the incidental light.

We measured the angle-resolved energy distributionhz/W
curves (AREDC) for electrons emitted normal to the surface 23

* for four different polarizations (6 = 0, 90', 180%, 270') of the
GeAs(201) surface using 18 values of photon energy from 21

hv =10 to 28 eV. A combined azimuthal polar angle depen- 9 -

-~17

Top

b View

5. 15

13(/2)

[20t]

- . ~Side
View If(/25)1

10 8 6 4

ENERGY BELOW VACUUM LEVEL We)
0GeAs: ( Ol) lover structure FiG. 3. Photon energy dependence of the angte-resotved etectroni distribu-

tion curves (AREDCsI) for GeAsli2ol This data was taken foir the tight
FiG. t. Model representation Inot to scale) of the side and top views of the vector perpendicular to the tEEt)rows i~e.. W3 -A which ptaces A parattet
GeAs layered structure. The futt circtes represent threefold coordinated As to "b" dimension in Fig t1 The amptitude of the ii I I anid t I cV

- and the open circles represent fourfold coordinated Ge atoms. AREDC's are reduced hy (0 5 and (1.4. respeciisch
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dency of AREDC's at a photon energy of 16 eV was mea- F
sured forf = 0 by rotating the CMA angle-resolving drum. GeAs 2Q1) AREDs0-(1477' , 

ht, i6ev

Note that the CMA symmetry axis makes an angle of 45e

-* with respect to the crystal normal. The 3d core threshold
emission for both the Ge and the As core as well as the bind- ep 4p
ing energy of the Ge core were also measured.

Ill. RESULTS

The results of the sets of normal emission AREDC's for
the four polarizations are summarized by a set of selected
AREDC's in Fig. 3 and the structure plot of Fig. 4. The
AREDC's in Fig. 3 illustrate nicely the complexity encoun-
tered in analyzing the data. The three peaks at 6.8, 7.0, and -
7.3 eV below the vacuum level, for example, change their _
relative intensities rather dramatically with hr. For hi =11 
eV, the peak at 6.8 eV is strong. The middle peak makes only
a shoulder, and the peak at 7.2 eV is weak. For hv = 15 eV, i 7rc 97'0 I

'5.' the peak at 7.3 eV is strong, the middle peak is not resolved, ,bUj

%and the peak at 6.8 eV is weak. At higher photon energies the
middle peak is stronger. For example, for hv = 19 eV, the
peaks at 6.8 and 7.3 eV are only weak, and for hv 23 eV,

6'* LJ 0  _

* -90-.

I~. ~ 7ENERGY BELOW~ VACUUM LEVEl. (eV)
>0

7 L

Lj. Q__-~--~---~- *---,-*-~0 FiG. 5. Electron emission angle dependence of the AREDCs for GeA'(50li.
--. -This data was taken for the detector polar 0 ,) and azimuthal 0,) angles

* -shown with the light kept at a constant photon energy I 1. eVi and orienta-

a-- --- -- -tion relative to the sample L = 0").

< ' .. 9 0 0 .. ..
* -., ,------- -- :--, I.- I- -?- -, - eaen tal

>... we are not able to resolve the two outer peaks. In such analy-
- -sis it is often difficult to make the decision by looking at only

0 one set of data if we have different peaks or one single peak
LO which undergoes a shift in energy position.

m- Perhaps the best way to display the results is to show a

structure plot constructed from all the AREDC's. The result

I. X . 4 , of doing this is shown in Fig. 4. The triangles represent thez LU ( peaks of the AREDC's shown in Fig. 3. The circles represent

L G s the three other polarizations. The full circles and triangles
Normal Emission belong to strong peaks, the open circles or triangles to weak

"four different p peaks, and the dots to shoulders in the AREDC's. By over-

viewing the data in this way, one sees a consistency in that
the AREDC peaks show a large number of flat bands.

... 2, - ' ' m I We can also study the k-parallel dependence by rotation of
12 14 6 8 20 22 24 26 28 the drum aperture positions. Figure 5 shows AREDC's at a

PHOTON ENERGY (eV) photon energy of 16 eV. The polar angle varies from 0' to
Fcia 4. Composite plot of the positions of structures ohservcd in normal 33.0' and the azimuthal angle from 90' to 105.5. The corre-
emission AREDCs. The intensity is represented schematically h) th,' use of sponding structure plot is shown in Fig. 6 (full circles: strong

4 full circles and triangles correspond to strong structures, open circles to
weak peaks, and dots to shoulders The triangles which correspond to the peaks, open circles: weak peaks. dots: shoulders).

data in Fig. 3 (ie.. if = () while the circle, show positions at the other The normal emission structure plots show no k-perpendi-
polarizations used in these studies li.e.,0 9(r.(80,270r". cular dependence, a behavior typical of a layer compound.
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05.
L-, I FIG. 7. The photon energy dependence of the election emission normal to
11M the GeAs(201) surface with the final state energy of the electrons held con-

, ', -- II - _ stant at 3.3 eV kinetic energy (i.e., in the secondary electron tail of the

.. 0 (." energy distribution).

. GeAs (2011 state energy spectra (CFS) for a final state energy of 3.3 eV.
Z
-Li ,2 h 1 6 eV The Ge threshold is at 30.4 + 0.2 eV and the As threshold at

42.4 ± 0.2 eV. The difference between the Ge- and the As-
threshold energy is 12.0 ± 0.3 eV. We found the Ge 3d core

_____level 35.3 + 0.1 eV below the vacuum level by measuring
3 __- __,______EDC's as well as CFS's. The bottom of the conduction band

0.5 1.0 15 20 lies 4.9 + 0.2 eV below the vacuum level as calculated from
'k,, (-) the difference between the Ge 3d core level energy and the

Ge threshold energy. This quantitative result assumes that
'N. FIG. 6. Composite plot of the positions ofstructures observed in the electron

emission-angle dependent AREDCs of Fig. 5. The intensity is represented electronic initial and final state relaxation effects associated
schematically as described in Fig. 4. The structures can be related to the with the different excitation processes for AREDC's versus
parallel component of the electron momentum (which is conserved during CFS's are not significantly different for these two cases.
the escape into vacuum) by using the photon energy and the emission angle.

We observed a large number of valence band states (about IV. DISCUSSION

12), and they show very little dispersion with the polar angle, The distinguishing feature of the As-terminated Ge layer
" i.e., no k-parallel dependence per Fig. 6. This indicates high- seen in Fig. 1 is the presence of As lone-pair orbitals at the

ly localized states with nearly one "band" per atom in the surface. These terminating surface bonds should be com-
large unit cell. pared to the situation on the clean Ge surface. The (110),

Around 5.5 eV below the vacuum level, we found a foot in (100), and (111 )Ge surfaces can be expected from theot. to
- the spectrum (e.g., Fig. 5, Op = 10.0*). There is some question have large surface reconstructions to reduce the large sur-

as to whether that foot is an intrinsic valence band structure face energy associated with dangling bonds. Still the recon-

originating from GeAs or if it is associated with impurities or structed surfaces are characterized by unsaturated dangling
defects. At present we choose the onset of this foot as the bonds. These provide sites for a reactivity to foreign atoms, a
limit for the position of the valence band maximum. large surface strain,' and the electronic states would contain

Zurcher/Bauer' found a very similar valence band maxi- evidence for surface state features.
mum (VBM) onset for an As-saturated Ge(ll0) surface. For GeAs201) on the other hand, the surface is character-

They correlated this structure with the presence ofa GeAs, ized by lone pairs which are rather inert. These are the re-
surface/interface compound. This similarity supports our suits of slight rearrangement in the bonds which produce a
assumption that the VBM in GeAs(201) is at the onset of this large unit cell. Therefore, in our angle-resolved photoemis-
foot. sion study we observed a large number of valence band

The excitation of the Ge 3d and the As 3d core levels into states. There is rich change in the spectra as the photon ener-
conduction band states, observed by measuring the core hole gy and polarizations are varied. However, as summarized in
decay emission, does not show any enhanced peaks as usual- the structure plots, the spectral features show essentially no
ly observed in the presence of empty surface states (see Fig. hi dispersion in normal emission and very little dispersion
7). This suggests that the GeAs(201) surface does not have with polarangle. The electronic states arc thcrcfOrc localied
any empty surface states. Figure 7 shows a constant final within each layer.
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0. binding energy [EV(Ge 3d)= 29.55 eV, 4 E A'(Ge 3d)

Condcho, ben, =30.0 +0.1 eV.

CM V. SUMMARYI' F ~Foot I'Vem?) 5.5 eV:= [ (4. -16... ..Foot (yaM'5.3e I e'" When Ge heterojunctions are grown on GaAs by MBE

," "under epitaxial growth conditions, the surface of the Ge ex-

", hibits an ordered surface phase which is stabilized by a mon-
- olayer or more of As.4 This GeAs. layer has a constant com-

I12 -position x for all the principle crystallographic directions

Ieef ha--f . . , -2 and a superstructure relative to the bulk geometric structure
N W D$ > [e.g., a (I X 2) relation to the growing, epitaxial Ge film for all

W L 4b GaAs(100) starting stoichiometries]. The As diffusion from
1- '- the interface region, while lowering the free energy of the

I- -  "growing Ge surface layers, concurrently changes the band
Ge As201) gap offset.' 2 For example, the GaAs/Ge(100) hole barrier

W increases by nearly 0.5 eV when As abruptly leaves the inter-
face and diffuses through the Ge thin film, causing the or-
dered surface. Therefore, we have studied the inert, layered
(201) surface of GeAs as a model for the GeAs. layer whose

'e-3d....e le-e 34 formation correlates with the ultimate GaAs/Ge band gap"-" ". ~G 3d core /eve/

(35.3 wevJ - discontinuity.'
36 The electronic states of the model GeAs surface are local-

ized within the layered structure. It is characterized by high-

Fir. 8. Composite overview of the positions of the Ge(3d) core level, valence ly directional orbitals and no observable surface states. Con-
band density of states, valence band maximum (VBM), and conduction tamination tests of the spectra show no changes. This is
band minimum (CBM) obtained from the energy distribution curves (Figs. 3 consistent with the lack of discernable surface states and the
and 5) and constant final state data (Fig. 7). unreactivity of the surface.

These results are consistent with the energetic arguments

SThe absence of any strong peaks in the CFS spectrum previously made by Bauer and Mikkelsen' for the formation

(sometimes called partial yield) due to 3d core-to-conduction of GaAs/Ge heterojunctions. In particular, the "floating"
GeAs. layer enhances the stability of the growing hetero-

, band excitations suggests that the GeAs(201) surface may junction compared to clean Ge surfaces. Furthermore, this
not have any empty surface states. The spectra are also very As capping layer provides a less reactive top surface during
insensitive to contamination, supporting a picture having at the MBE growth than the pure Ge would.
best only weak empty surface states. One of the main inter-_ .. ... :It is clear from our work that such model compound stud-
ests in comparing the GeAs surface to the As-stabilized Ge ies can be very important to understanding growth of inter-
surface is to determine the electronic energy and role of the faces and the interrelationship of the electronic and geomet-
As lone pairs. Because we observe no states in the band gap, rc structure of surfaces. What is now needed are theoretical
we speculate that the As lone pair states must represent one
of the three prominent stuctures seen in the AREDCs. The calculations which would allow more detailed analysis of the

electronic properties reported here and future LEED stud-terminating As orbitals would then be very tightly bound. ies" of the GeAs(201 ) c(6 X 2) phase to establish the geomet-
.We can combine the general dens y ofstates features seen ric structure of the surface As termination. Such simple val-

in the AREDC's with the constant final state spectra to ob-
tain an overview of the electronic states of GeAs. By plotting pies a n their setr y o bce lbe

- ,-.,pair states and their symmetry would be most valuable. A
these results together in Fig. 8, we obtain a measure of the calculation for the origin ofthe band gap difference for GeAs
energy gap of GeAs. The maximum energy of the foot in the cluainfrteoii ftebn a ifrnefrG~

AREDCs is 5.3 ± 0.1 eV. If the foot is an intrinsic valence compared to Ge would be very valuable for interpreting pos-
n rsies sible Fermi level pinning at the free surface of growing

band structure, then it defines the VBM. This then provides GaAs/Ge heterojunctions. In general, one hopes that theo-
an estimate for the band gap when combined with the CFS retical work will address the central issues of surface versus

4 " threshold. Based on such analysis, the value for the forbid- interface energies that occur due to relaxation, strain, de-
den band gap of GeAs(201) is 0.4 ± 0.3 eV. Recall that this fects, local electrostatic imbalances, etc.

'..j _ignores possible final state relaxation effects in the photoe-
? J mission which could change this gap value. Our result is in

reasonable agreement with the indirect band gap of 0.65 eV
found by optical studies.'1 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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